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Abstract
The deployment of Deep Learning Recommendation Models
(DLRMs) involves the parallelization of extra-large embed-
ding tables (EMTs) on multiple GPUs. Existing works over-
look the input-dependent behavior of EMTs and parallelize
them in a coarse-grained manner, resulting in unbalanced
workload distribution and inter-GPU communication.

To this end, we propose OPER, an algorithm-system co-
design with OPtimality-guided Embedding table paralleliza-
tion for large-scale Recommendation model training and in-
ference. The core idea of OPER is to explore the connec-
tion between DLRM inputs and the efficiency of distributed
EMTs, aiming to provide a near-optimal parallelization strat-
egy for EMTs. Specifically, we conduct an in-depth analysis
of various types of EMTs parallelism and propose a heuristic
search algorithm to efficiently approximate an empirically
near-optimal EMT parallelization. Furthermore, we imple-
ment a distributed shared memory-based system, which sup-
ports the lightweight but complex computation and communi-
cation pattern of fine-grained EMT parallelization, effectively
converting theoretical improvements into real speedups. Ex-
tensive evaluation shows that OPER achieves 2.3× and 4.0×
speedup on average in training and inference, respectively,
over state-of-the-art DLRM frameworks.

1 Introduction

Deep learning recommendation models (DLRMs) play a cen-
tral role in many industry-scale deep learning applications,
such as content recommendation [11, 24], personalized adver-
tisement [10, 18], and rankings [12, 36]. Driven by the sharp
increase in user demand, DLRMs have witnessed exponential
growth in the number of parameters [7, 25]. Moreover, more
than 50% of AI training cycles and about 79% of AI inference
cycles in a production-scale data center at Meta are devoted
to recommendation models [5, 15].

The key to the stunning algorithmic performance of DL-
RMs lies in the embedding learning mechanism, which maps

sparse categorical input into dense features. The embedding
tables (EMTs) of DLRMs are memory-intensive, demand-
ing both high memory capacity and high memory bandwidth.
In production-level DLRMs, EMTs may encompass billions
of parameters [7], resulting in significant memory consump-
tion [23, 49]. Additionally, the embedding lookup involves
a large amount of random memory access, demanding high
memory bandwidth [25]. This drives the need for scaling out
the training of EMTs on multi-GPU/multi-node platforms
that can scale both the memory capacity and the aggregated
bandwidth at the same time.

A common practice (e.g., TorchRec [4], HugeCTR [41],
and NEO [25]) is to distribute EMTs across multiple GPUs
and nodes through a combination of data parallelism (where
smaller EMTs are duplicated on all GPUs) and model paral-
lelism (where larger EMTs are equally sharded into smaller
partitions and scattered across multiple GPUs). Such paral-
lelization strategies treat all embeddings of an EMT equally
for seeking memory balance while overlooking the access
frequency variation among embeddings. Therefore, they suf-
fer from inferior runtime performance due to largely un-
balanced computation/communication across GPUs [46, 47].
This drives the need for finding the ideal parallelism for EMTs
in DLRMs that comprehensively balances memory consump-
tion, computation, and communication across GPUs.

Despite the recent effort of exploring the optimal paral-
lelism has achieved great success in the context of distributed
DNN training [38, 39, 51], these practices could hardly be
transferred and applied to EMTs in DLRMs, due to two major
reasons. First, the access pattern of EMTs is highly sparse
and irregular. A large EMT may have millions of embedding
rows, while only thousands of embeddings will be accessed
by the input samples in one training iteration. Additionally,
the distribution of the accessed embeddings is irregularly
scattered among GPUs. This makes it difficult to achieve a
balanced EMT partitioning for parallelism. In contrast, for
dense DNN operators (e.g., convolutions), computation inten-
sity is consistent for all parameters. Second, the computation
and communication of EMTs are input-dependent. Different



input batches may access different embedding rows leading
to largely varied amounts of computation and communica-
tion workload for the distributed EMTs. In contrast, the com-
putation flow of dense DNN models is abstracted as static
computation graphs regardless of their inputs.

To address these challenges, this paper presents both theo-
retical and practical solutions to gain a firm understanding of
the optimal parallelism approach in a typical input-dependent,
multi-GPU deep learning workload like the DLRMs. The pri-
mary focus of our theoretical investigation is on two research
problems. The first research problem focuses on identifying
the input information that influences the optimal paralleliza-
tion decision to minimize the computation and communica-
tion of EMTs for multi-GPU DLRM. Our goal is to ascertain
whether employing a fine granularity of EMTs, i.e., process-
ing each row of an EMT separately, is indispensable, or if a
coarser granularity, treating the entire table as a whole, is al-
ready sufficient for optimal placement. Once we establish the
preferred granularity, the second research problem involves
examining the overhead associated with effectively processing
the extensive input information to generate the best optimal
parallelism solutions. Given the large number of embedding
rows and the numerous potential placements of all embed-
dings across multiple GPUs, how to efficiently search for the
optimal parallelization plan becomes a significant challenge.

From the practical side, it is essential to recognize that the
theoretically optimal solution may not necessarily translate to
the best performance in practice. Real-world implementations
may face various system-level and hardware implications.
Factors such as inter-GPU topology, interconnection band-
width, and communication protocol can significantly impact
the performance and effectiveness of the proposed theoret-
ical solutions. For example, existing distributed EMT train-
ing systems typically rely on the collective communication
APIs (e.g., AlltoAll()) provided by NCCL [27] which can
only express certain type of communication pattern. How-
ever, in pursuit of optimal EMT parallelization, EMTs are
shared, scattered, and duplicated across different GPUs at an
extremely fine granularity. This results in complex inter-GPU
communication pattern for both embedding lookup and gradi-
ent synchronization, which is not efficiently supported by the
coarse-grained collective communication available in current
systems. This need for system-level optimization to facilitate
the novel EMTs parallelization strategy.

To this end, we propose OPER, an OPtimality-guided
Embedding table parallelization scheme and end-to-end sys-
tem implementation for large-scale Recommendation model
training and inference. At the theoretical level, we address
the question of what the optimal parallelization strategy is for
large EMTs in DLRMs and propose an efficient algorithm for
finding an empirically near-optimal parallelization strategy.
To efficiently evaluate the cost of different EMT paralleliza-
tion strategies, we exploit the per-embedding access frequency
from the input dataset to estimate the memory consumption,

embedding lookup workload, and embedding communication
amount on GPUs for a given parallelization. To effectively ap-
proximate optimal EMT parallelization, we adaptively group
the embeddings into EMT partitions with balanced size and
access frequency to shrink the huge search space of EMT par-
allelization. Additionally, we design a heuristic hierarchical
search algorithm that decomposes the original optimization
problem into two separate problems for optimizing model-
and data-parallelism and then solve them separately.

At the system implementation level, we explore system sup-
port to translate the theoretical saving to real performance
speedup. The near-optimal fine-grained EMT parallelization
found by our algorithm requires new system support to handle
a large number of lightweight EMT computation and commu-
nication workloads. First, to facilitate flexible, fine-grained
EMT parallelization, OPER maps all embeddings into a dis-
tributed shared memory (NVSHMEM [29]), allowing for a
unified implementation of distributed embeddings. Second,
to mitigate the overhead of remote embedding fetching and
sparse gradient synchronization, OPER introduces a series of
system-level optimizations that not only enable the overlap-
ping of embedding communication and computation, but also
support efficient sparse gradient AllReduce.

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• We conduct a thorough investigation of how paralleliza-

tion affects the efficiency of distributed EMTs and pro-
vide a formal definition of the optimal EMT paralleliza-
tion for DLRM training and inference (§3).

• We propose an optimality-guided heuristic algorithm to
efficiently search for near-optimal EMT parallelization
that comprehensively balances the memory, computation,
and embedding communication across GPUs (§4).

• We implement a unified EMT abstraction built on a dis-
tributed shared memory architecture to better support the
computation and communication pattern of fine-grained
EMT parallelization (§5).

• Comprehensive experiments show that OPER outper-
forms state-of-the-art DLRM frameworks in both train-
ing and inference across various datasets.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we will provide the background of DLRM and
the mainstream parallelization strategy for EMTs. We will
then discuss the distinct characteristics of DLRM EMTs and
the multi-GPU communication support for distributed EMTs.

2.1 DLRM and EMT Parallelization
DLRMs take user and item data as input and output a pre-
diction of the user’s likelihood of clicking on a specific item,
called click-through rate (CTR). Figure 1 shows an overview



Figure 1: Overview of multi-GPU DLRM training. The MLP
layers (bottom MLP and top MLP) are trained with data par-
allelism, while the EMTs are trained with model parallelism.

of DLRM training on a multi-GPU platform [26,34,41,46,47].
DLRMs are typically composed of two main modules: MLP
layers (bottom MLP and top MLP) and EMTs that are re-
sponsible for processing dense inputs and sparse inputs, re-
spectively. As shown in Figure 1, the compute-intensive MLP
layers are replicated on all GPUs for data parallelism. For
the memory-intensive EMTs, state-of-the-art works [4, 25]
combine multiple types of parallelism to jointly optimize the
performance of EMT operators. Several different parallelism
approaches (e.g., table-wise, row-wise) have been proposed
in previous works [25, 26]. These approaches can be broadly
classified into two main categories:

Model Parallelism: The EMTs are typically divided into
multiple subsets and then distributed across multiple GPUs.
There are different ways to divide the EMTs, which can lead to
different sub-types of model parallelism. For example, table-
wise parallelism [26] treats the EMT holistically, allocating
an equal number of EMTs to each GPU, while row-wise par-
allelism [25] equally partitions large EMTs into small EMT
shards and scatters different shards to different GPUs. In ad-
dition to employing different types of model parallelism, an-
other dimension for optimization is how specific parallelism
is applied. For example, an EMT can be partitioned into dif-
ferent numbers of EMT shards when performing row-wise
parallelism. These two optimization dimensions lead to a very
large design space, making it challenging to determine the
optimal model parallelism strategy for EMTs.

Data Parallelism: In data parallelism, the EMTs are du-
plicated to several or all GPUs [25]. This can mitigate the all-
to-all communication for fetching embeddings in the forward
pass, but it also introduces additional gradient synchroniza-
tion (AllReduce [27]) overhead in the backward pass. Thus,
to improve overall performance through data parallelism, the
choice of embeddings for data parallelism must be carefully
considered. However, how to select the right embeddings for
data parallelism is still an open problem that has not been
fully addressed in previous research.

2.2 Multi-GPU Communication Support
Collective Communication: The parallelization of EMTs
requires inter-GPU communication to fetch embeddings from
remote GPUs and synchronize the gradients. Existing DLRM
frameworks [4, 25, 41] leverage the collective communica-
tion APIs (e.g., AlltoAll, ReduceScatter, AllReduce) pro-
vided by NCCL [27] to implement the communication of
distributed EMTs. Although the collective communication
APIs of NCCL are well-optimized for throughput, they ex-
hibit some limitations when applied to EMT parallelization
tasks. Different EMT parallelism leads to different communi-
cation patterns, each typically requiring a unique embedding
lookup kernel and its own corresponding collective commu-
nication call (e.g., row-wise parallel needs ReduceScatter(),
table-wise parallel needs AlltoAll()) [25]. This necessitates
multiple launches of both kernels and communication calls,
leading to significant kernel launching and communication
initialization overhead when more complex parallelization
strategies are applied.

Distributed Shared Memory: Another more promising
approach to support the communication of distributed EMTs
is to use a distributed shared memory architecture [8, 31].
Many libraries provide interfaces for this shared memory ab-
straction, like OpenSHMEM [8] and NVSHMEM [29]. It
offers a global memory address space used by all GPUs and
features one-sided communication primitives that can be ini-
tialized inside GPU kernel functions [9, 40]. These one-sided
P2P communication primitives are particularly well-suited
for the intensive, lightweight inter-GPU communication intro-
duced by fine-grained EMT parallelization. Therefore, OPER
uses NVSHMEM as its primary communication backend.

3 Theoretical Modeling for Parallelization

This section provides theoretical modeling for EMT paral-
lelization problem and gives a formal definition of the opti-
mal EMT parallelization by addressing the following research
questions: (1) How does EMT parallelization influence the
lookup workload distribution and communication (§3.1)? (2)
How can we formulate EMT parallelization and model its
impact on efficiency (§3.2)? (3) What is the complexity and
scope of the EMT parallelization problem (§3.3)?

3.1 Impact of Parallelization on Efficiency
To demonstrate how EMT parallelization influences the
lookup workload distribution and inter-GPU communication
amount, we give several examples in Figure 2. Assuming we
have three EMTs (labeled with different colors) that need
to be placed on two GPUs, each with limited memory for
7 embeddings. In distributed training, the dataset is usually
randomly divided and assigned to different devices. So in this
example, we assume that the input batches on both GPUs have
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Figure 2: An example illustrating the complexity of the EMT
placement problem. We compare four different parallelization
strategies. Different color means different EMTs. The number
next to the embedding indicates the average access count. The
number on the arrows measures the communication amount.

the same number of access to embeddings, and the average
access count of each embedding is given in the first column of
the EMTs. Then, the amount of embedding communication
equals the sum of the access count and the lookup workload
could be computed by doubling the total access count since
each GPU also needs to lookup embedding for another GPU.

As shown in Figure 2 (a)(b), table-wise parallelization [26]
and row-wise parallelization both exhibit significant asym-
metrical communication and a large gap in lookup workload.
The main reason is that table-wise and row-wise paralleliza-
tion are both too coarse-grained to handle the highly skewed
embedding access frequency. To overcome this issue, we
leverage a more fine-grained parallelization. As shown in Fig-
ure 2 (c), we partition the EMTs at the embedding level. Such
fine-grained parallelization achieves both lookup and commu-
nication balance. In Figure 2 (d), we utilize the extra memory
space on GPUs by duplicating the frequently accessed embed-
dings through data parallelism, which significantly reduces
the amount of embedding communication required. This sim-
ple example demonstrates that the parallelization of EMTs
greatly influences the efficiency of distributed EMTs. It also
conveys that both fine-grained and hybrid parallelism are nec-
essary for optimal EMT parallelization.

3.2 Formulating the Parallelization Problem

To find the optimal parallelization, this section provides con-
crete theoretical modeling that describes the relationship

between EMT parallelization and memory consummation,
lookup workload, and inter-GPU communication.

Given a set of embeddings E = {e1,e2, · · · ,eN}, and a
multi-GPU platform that consists of M GPUs, there are two
things that should be determined by an EMT parallelization:
1) where to store a specific embedding; 2) where to get an em-
bedding when this embedding is not in the local GPU memory
(an embedding may be stored on several GPUs). To describe
the EMT parallelization, for each embedding ek, we use a
M×M binary matrix Pk to not only represent the placement
of ek but also indicate the embedding fetch path of ek. Specif-
ically, Pk[i][ j] = 1 indicates that GPU-i will fetch embedding
ek from GPU- j during training and inference. Additionally,
we use a matrix L, which is also M ×M, to record the per-
embedding lookup and communication cost. This cost can
be obtained by conducting offline profiling on the hardware.
Specifically, L[i][ j] represents the average cost of GPU-i fetch-
ing one embedding from GPU- j. When i = j, it measures the
average cost of looking up the one embedding that is locally
owned. For an arbitrary EMT parallelization P = {P1,P2, · · · ,
PN}, the memory consumption, embedding lookup workload,
and inter-GPU communication on GPUs can be computed as:

Memory Consumption: If ∑
M−1
i=0 Pk[i][ j]> 0, it means that

GPU- j owns a copy of embedding ek. Such that, the memory
consumption of embeddings on GPU- j could be obtained by:

M j =
N

∑
k=1

(Sk ·H(
M−1

∑
i=0

Pk[i][ j])) (1)

in which Sk is the footprint of embedding ek and H() is the
Heaviside step function whose output is 1 if the input is larger
than 0, otherwise the output would be 0.

Embedding Lookup Workload: Pk[i][ j]> 0 means GPU-i
need to fetch embedding ek from GPU- j. In other word, the
lookup of embedding ek for GPU-i takes place on GPU- j.
Such that we can obtain the overall embedding lookup latency
on an arbitrary GPU- j by:

E j =
N

∑
k=1

(Sk ·Ak ·
M−1

∑
i=0

Pk[i][ j]) ·L[ j][ j] (2)

where Ak is the average access count among GPUs of embed-
ding ek. Ak can be obtained by profiling the training dataset.

Embedding Communication: As mentioned before,
Pk[i][ j] > 0 indicates that GPU-i will fetch embedding ek
from GPU- j. Thus, the communication latency from GPU- j
to GPU-i can be calculated by:

Ci, j =
N

∑
k=1

(Sk ·Ak ·Pk[i][ j]) ·L[i][ j] (3)

here we only consider the embedding communication amount
in the forward pass. We discuss the gradient communication
amount in the DLRM training in §4.3.



3.3 Complexity of Parallelization Problem
Based on the theoretical modeling presented in the last sub-
section, the problem of finding the optimal parallelization
can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem
like mixed-integer linear programming (MILP). The optimal
EMT parallelization can be obtained by traversing all valid
parallelizations P , ensuring that the memory consumption
computed by Equation 1 does not exceed the memory capac-
ity of GPUs, with the goal of minimizing the lookup workload
and communication overhead computed by Equation 2 and 3.
However, such a brute-force approach is infeasible due to the
extra large search space. For each embedding, it has a M×M
binary matrix. Such that, we have N ×M2 binary variables in
total, and the search space contains 2NM2

possible solution. N
is on the order of billions and M is on the order of hundreds
in the industry scale DLRM. It is challenging to search for
the optimal inside such a huge search space, even using the
commercial MILP solver.

Facing such a large search space, we wonder if there exists
an algorithm that can solve the EMT parallelization problem
efficiently rather than iterating through all possible solutions.
Unfortunately, the EMT parallelization problem is an NP-
hard problem, which means no polynomial algorithm exists
for computing optimal EMT placement unless NP=P. To prove
the NP-hardness of EMT, we start from the simplest case of
the EMT parallelization problem: place EMTs on two GPUs
with equal memory capacity and the total memory capacity
can just fit all embeddings. Since there is no extra memory
space, there is no need to consider data parallelism. Such that,
the simplest case of the EMT parallelization problem is equiv-
alent to a classic NP-complete problem, equal-cardinality
PARTITION [17]. This indicates that the EMT parallelization
problem is at least as difficult as the equal-cardinality PAR-
TITION problem which guarantees the NP-hardness. Given
the proven NP-hardness, the polynomial-time solutions are
unlikely to exist. This calls for an efficient heuristic approach
(§4) to approximate the optimal EMT parallelization.

4 Approximating Near-Optimal EMT Paral-
lelization

In this section, we will detail our optimality-guided heuristic
algorithm design for searching for an empirically near-optimal
EMT parallelization for DLRM training and inference. As
discussed in the last section, the heterogeneity in EMT size
and embedding access frequency makes it difficult to achieve
balance in all three aspects based on a coarse-grained EMT
partition. Meanwhile, the NP-hard complexity and a large
number of embeddings make it impractical to perform a fine-
grained parallelization at the embedding level. To overcome
this issue, we propose to partition the EMTs adaptively and
find the “sweet point” between parallelization granularity and
optimality.
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Figure 3: Three steps of our optimality-guided heuristic al-
gorithm for optimal EMT parallelization: (a) Access- and
memory-aware EMT partitioning to shrink the large search
space; (b) Backtrack searching for balanced EMT model par-
allelism and partitioning threshold selection; (c) Minimizing
inter-GPU communication through EMT data parallelism.

4.1 Access- and Memory-aware Partitioning

Due to the highly skewed access pattern of EMTs, there is a
trade-off between placement balance and search complexity.
The key tuning knob is partition granularity. Finer-grained
partitions could yield better parallelization, but also increase
the complexity of the problem. Thus, we propose an Access-
and Memory-aware Adaptive EMT Partition method to divide
the EMTs into smaller partitions that have balanced memory
footprint and access frequency. The key insight of our method
is the adaptive division of EMTs, taking into account both
memory and access frequency, rather than equally dividing
EMTs along one dimension.

As shown in Figure 3(a), we first sort the embeddings based
on the average access frequency on all GPUs. And then we
go through all the embeddings to divide them into small par-
titions. Here, we introduce a hyperparameter threshold to
control the partition granularity. The threshold constrains the
maximum footprint and access frequency of an EMT partition.
For example, the EMT partitions marked with red boxes in
Figure 3(a) are bound by access frequency, indicating that this
partition’s access frequency exceeds the threshold. Similarly,
the EMT partitions marked with green boxes are bound by
the memory constraint. This approach helps achieve a bal-
anced partition size and access frequency, which is crucial for
finding a near-optimal parallelization.

4.2 Algorithm for Balanced Model Parallelism

In this step, we tried to find an optimal model parallelism plan
for EMTs. The primary goal of EMT model parallelism is
to balance the memory consumption and embedding lookup
workloads on GPUs. To approximate the optimal solution for
this two-objective optimization problem, we propose sepa-



rating all the EMT partitions into two distinct types: access-
bounded partitions and memory-bounded partitions. We then
parallelize these partitions in a greedy way with the access-
balance objective and memory-balance objective, respectively.
The key idea is to leverage the highly skewed access pattern of
DLRM EMTs. Our profiling results show that access-bounded
partitions account for over 90% of the total embedding ac-
cess but less than 5 of the EMT footprint. This means that
parallelizing access-bounded partitions significantly affects
the embedding lookup workload balance, but the impact on
memory balance is relatively minor.

Based on this observation, we first parallelize the access-
bounded EMT partitions to balance the embedding lookup
workload. We do this iteratively by assigning partitions to the
GPU with the lowest embedding lookup workload Ei, com-
puted using Equation 2. Then, we parallelize the memory-
bounded partitions in a similar manner to balance memory
consumption. This is achieved by assigning partitions to the
GPU with the lowest memory consumption Mi, computed us-
ing Equation 1. After obtaining the model parallelization plan,
its optimality can be evaluated by calculating the degree of
balance of memory consumption and embedding lookup work-
load. If the degree of balance does not meet the expectations,
it indicates that the threshold chosen for EMT partitioning
(§4.1) was not small enough. In this case, we will re-generate
new partitions and a model parallelism plan with a smaller
threshold until we obtain a near-optimal parallelization plan
that satisfies the balance requirements.

4.3 EMT Data Parallelism Tailored for Infer-
ence and Training

As shown in Figure 3 (3), in this step, we exploit EMT data
parallelism by duplicating the EMT partitions to multiple
GPUs. To maximize communication reduction, we design
different parallelization approaches for training and inference,
as they have distinct communication patterns.

Communication-oriented EMT data parallelism for in-
ference: In inference, we only need to focus on reducing
the amount of communication between each GPU, without
worrying about the AllReduce communication for gradients.
Therefore, we design a communication-oriented EMT data
parallelism algorithm for inference. As shown in Algorithm 1,
in each iteration, we first identify the target GPU with the
highest communication cost (Line 4). We then examine all
EMT partitions placed on the target GPU (Line 6) and attempt
to find a partition that can be accommodated within the local
GPU memory (Line 7). If a suitable partition is found, we
update the EMT partition’s communication path and mod-
ify the communication latency between GPUs accordingly
(Lines 9-12). To maximize communication latency reduction,
it is crucial to assess whether this data parallelism can benefit
other GPUs (Lines 13-20). For instance, if an EMT partition
is duplicated from another node, all GPUs on the same node

Algorithm 1: EMT Data Parallelism for inference.
input :#GPU: M, #Partitions: N, EMT Partitions: Par,

communication latency between GPUs: CLM×M ,
available memory on GPUs: Ava_Mem1×M ,
per-embedding fetching latency: LM×M ,

output :Updated EMT partitions using data parallelism: Par
1 Stop_gpu[M] = {0};
2 while sum(Stop_gpu) < M do
3 for gid in {0,1, ...,M} and Stop_gpu[gid] == 0 do

/* Find the interconnect with highest comm. latency */
4 tid = argmax(CL[gid]);
5 find_p = 0;
6 for each p in Par and p.comm_path[gid] == tid do
7 if p.mem < Ava_Mem[gid] then

/* Data parallel partition p to GPU-gid. */
8 find_p = 1;
9 p.comm_path[gid] = gid;

10 CL[gid][tid] -= g.access × L[gid][tid];
11 CL[gid][gid] += g.access × L[gid][gid];
12 Ava_Mem[gid] -= p.mem;

/* Update all GPUs with lower comm. cost. */
13 for i in {0,1, ...,M} and i != gid do
14 oid = g.comm_path[i];
15 if L[i][gid]<L[i][oid] then
16 g.comm_path[i] = gid;
17 CL[i][oid] -= g.access × L[i][oid];
18 CL[i][gid] += g.access × L[i][gid];
19 end
20 end
21 Break;
22 end
23 end
24 if find_p == 0 then
25 Stop_gpu[gid] = 1;
26 end
27 end
28 end

could retrieve this EMT partition from the intra-node GPU
rather than the original inter-node GPU. It would greatly re-
duce the traffic along the inter-node interconnection which is
the key bottleneck in multi-node DLRMs.

Frequency-aware data parallelism for training: If the
embedding is duplicated for data parallelism in DLRM train-
ing, gradients AllReduce communication is required to make
sure the embedding parameter is updated correctly which in-
curs additional inter-GPU communication. Therefore, it is
necessary to take into account the impact of gradient AllRe-
duce communication for distributed EMT training.

Assuming we have an embedding ek, whose access fre-
quency is f and footprint is Sk. We want to know whether
duplicating embedding ek will reduce the overall communica-
tion amount. If the embedding ek is not duplicated and only
be placed on a single GPU, then the average communication
latency for ek in each iteration will be:

Tnon−dup = 2 · f ·Batch_Size · (M−1)
M

·Sk / BWP2P (4)

M is the number of GPUs, f ·Batch_Size measures the average
access count for ek in each batch. The factor M−1

M is multiplied



Figure 4: The design of all-in-one EMT abstraction: (a) The
workflow of index mapping and decoding of all-in-one EMT;
(b) The execution timeline comparison between all-in-one
EMT and existing EMT frameworks based on collective com-
munication.

since only the access from other GPUs needs communication.
And BWP2P is the bandwidth of P2P communication.

If the embedding ek is duplicated to all GPUs, there will be
no communication in the forward process, the communication
only comes from the gradient AllReduce for ek:

Tdup = 2 · M−1
M

·Sk / BWAR (5)

Here, 2 · M−1
M · Sk represents the communication amount of

each GPU when using the ring-based AllReduce algorithm.
BWAR is the bandwidth of AllReduce. To minimize the com-
munication amount, the embedding ek should be duplicated
only when Tdup < Tnon−dup. Solving this equation yields
f > BWP2P

Batch_Size·BWAR
, which indicates that, for DLRM training,

we should only duplicate the embeddings whose access fre-
quency is greater than BWP2P

Batch_Size·BWAR
.

5 Distributed Shared Memory-based EMT

As described in previous sections (§2.2), existing EMT train-
ing systems typically rely on collective communication APIs,
which only support specific types of communication patterns.
This limits their capability in representing more complex
and fine-grained communication patterns, which are exactly
what the theoretically optimal EMT parallelization (§4) in-
troduced. To overcome these challenges, we designed a dis-
tributed shared memory-based EMT training system, incorpo-
rating an array of system-level optimizations tailored for EMT
computation and communication. This effectively translates
the theoretical savings into real performance speedup.

5.1 All-in-one EMT Abstraction
We first address the challenge of how to efficiently repre-
sent fine-grained EMT parallelization. Existing DLRM frame-
works [4, 41] leverage a “high-level” parallelization represen-

Figure 5: The workflow of local-aggregated sparse AllReduce.

tation, based on table-level EMT primitives and collective
communication APIs. This approach lacks the flexibility to
coordinate the parallelization of different embedding rows
separately. To overcome this limitation, we propose an All-
in-one EMT Abstraction that enables “low-level” paralleliza-
tion representation on a per-embedding basis. Follow the
parallelization plan searched by our heuristic algorithm, we
map all embeddings into a distributed global memory space
that is shared by all GPUs. Here, each GPU allocates an
equal amount of consecutive memory within a global virtual
memory space. The memory size on each GPU is computed
as SHMEM_Size= EMT _Size

#GPU . This results in a distributed shared
memory space, which can be conceptualized as a large dis-
tributed embedding table encompassing all EMTs.

Besides where to place the embeddings, another essential
aspect of EMT parallelization is how to communicates em-
beddings. In our all-in-one EMT abstraction, this information
is encoded into the address of the embeddings. As shown
in Figure 4 (a), the dataloader first converts EMT indices to
addresses in the global shared memory space by looking up
a mapping table maintained in host memory. Each address
will be mapped to a warp of GPU threads and decoded to
obtain the target GPU ID (GPU_id) and the offset in the
shared memory (offset) at runtime. With the target GPU ID
and offset information, the embedding lookup kernel can de-
termine whether it needs to initiate a communication request
to retrieve the embeddings from remote memory.

In summary, our all-in-one EMT abstraction offers a
lightweight and efficient way to represent any EMT paral-
lelization at a per-embedding granularity. The address map-
ping table is stored in the host memory, ensuring that GPU
memory consumption does not increase. Furthermore, the
CPU-side index conversion can be seamlessly pipelined with
EMT training, resulting no additional overhead.

5.2 Local-remote EMT Lookup Overlapping

Due to the limitations of collective communication, exist-
ing DLRM frameworks utilize separate embedding lookup
kernels and communication APIs to support various EMT par-
allelizations. Figure 4 (b)(1) illustrates the execution timeline



of the lookup process for a combination of table-wise and
row-wise EMT parallelization. Since these two paralleliza-
tion strategies require different communication patterns, two
lookup kernels and two communication calls are invoked to
complete the embedding lookup. If we consider more fine-
grained and complicated EMTs parallelization, the overhead
of kernel launching and communication initialization will
become a bottleneck.

To overcome this challenge, we first implement an All-in-
one Lookup Kernel to perform the lookup of all EMTs within
a single kernel. This design is facilitated by our address encod-
ing technique (§5.1), which provides an efficient way to access
all necessary information at runtime regarding where the em-
bedding is placed and how to communicate the embedding.
Furthermore, we propose a novel Local-remote Embedding
Lookup Overlapping technique to overlap the computation
and communication of embedding lookup. In the distributed
shared memory-based architecture, the GPU memories are
mapped to the NIC, making GPU memory directly acces-
sible by remote GPU threads without local or remote CPU
involvement. When the lookup kernel encounters an embed-
ding stored in remote GPU memory, it can directly initialize a
remote memory get request to fetch the embedding from other
GPUs, thereby hiding part of the communication latency with
the embedding lookup computation. As shown in Figure 4
(b), the local-remote lookup overlapping significantly reduces
the overall EMT lookup latency.

5.3 Sparse AllReduce for Data-Parallel EMT

To synchronize gradients, AllReduce communication is re-
quired for data-parallel EMTs. Existing methods either
treat gradients as dense tensors and use ring-based Dense
AllReduce [30], or leverage AllGather-based Sparse AllRe-
duce [32], which involves sending sparse gradients to all
GPUs and completing gradient reduction locally on each
GPU. However, neither approach considers the sparse and
input-dependent nature of data-parallel EMTs, resulting in
inferior performance.

To overcome it, we propose a novel Local-aggregated
Sparse AllReduce to reduce the sparse gradient communi-
cation overhead. Our key insight is that some embedding
rows are much more popular than others, these popular em-
beddings may be accessed multiple times in an input batch.
We could first aggregate these replicated gradients locally to
reduce the amount of communication. As shown in Figure 5,
the step- 1 is to find the unique indices from all input batches.
Then we aggregate the gradient locally based on the unique
indices. If some unique indices are not accessed locally, we
perform zero-padding to ensure that the aggregated gradients
on GPUs have the same size (step- 2 ). Once the local aggre-
gation is complete, the aggregated gradients on each GPU can
be treated as dense gradients. Then we leverage the ring-based
AllReduce primitive (e.g. NCCL) to communicate the dense

Table 1: Details of Datasets and Model Architecture.

Dataset Embedding Tables Model Architecture
#Rows Dim. Size Bottom MLP Top MLP

Avazu 8.9M 16 0.55GB 512-256-64-16 512-256-1
Criteo Kaggle 30.8M 16 1.9GB 512-256-64-16 512-256-1
Criteo Terabyte 242.5M 64 59.2GB 512-256-64-64 512-256-1
Syn_Small 838.9M 64 200GB / /
Syn_Large 2.5B 64 600GB / /

aggregated gradients(step- 3 ).

6 Evaluation

In this section, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of
OPER in terms of training and inference efficiency. Addi-
tionally, we assess the optimality of the parallelization plan
generated by OPER.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Benchmark and Dataset: We choose three widely adopted
real-world DLRM datasets for single-node evaluation. Since
the data-scale of these publicly available DLRM datasets is
relatively small compared to industry-scale models. We gen-
erate two larger datasets that follow a power-law embedding
access distribution to validate the performance of OPER in
a large-scale and multi-node setting: Avazu [1] is an open-
source dataset of a click-through rate competition. It consists
of 11 days of the Avazu users’ behavior data. Each sample
in Avazu has 20 categorical features and 1 numerical feature.
Criteo Terabyte [3] is the largest publicly available DLRM
dataset. It contains 24 days data records which have over
four billion training samples that consist of feature values and
click feedback of display ads. Each training sample contains
26 sparse features and 13 numerical features. Criteo Kag-
gle [2] is the dataset for Criteo Kaggle Display Advertising
Challenge. It is a subset of Criteo Terabyte which contains
the records of Criteo’s traffic spanning 7 days. Syn_Small
and Syn_Large are two larger datasets that we generated for
multi-node experiments. Both are generated using the data
generation script provided by FBGEMM [20]. The details of
the datasets (e.g., dimensions, footprints) and the correspond-
ing network architectures can be found in Table 1.

Hyperparameter Setting: For most of the experiments,
we set the extra memory ratio for EMTs data parallelism to
5%, which means the total memory space allocated for EMTs
is (1+ 5%)× the footprint of EMTs. Both the access- and
memory-partitioning thresholds in §4.1 are initially set to
0.1%. We conduct a sensitivity study of the extra memory
ratio and partitioning threshold in §6.5 to demonstrate the
impact of hyperparameter settings.

Baseline: To demonstrate the advantages of OPER, we
choose several state-of-the-art DLRM frameworks as base-
lines for comparison. DLRM [26], an open-source recom-
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(b) Training throughput comparison.

Figure 6: End-to-end DLRM training and inference perfor-
mance on a single node (DGX-A100). Both training and
inference speedups are normalized to TorchRec.

mendation model training framework proposed by Meta. It
supports multi-GPU DLRM training with table-wise EMT
parallelization which does not further split EMT and place
the whole EMT on a single GPU. TorchRec [4] was recently
released by Meta. It provides the different types of EMT par-
allelism including table-wise, row-wise, column-wise, and
data-parallel for training massive embedding operators in DL-
RMs. An EMT parallelization strategy will be generated au-
tomatically based on the information of the given dataset and
hardware. HugeCTR [41] is a highly-optimized DLRM train-
ing framework proposed by Nvidia. HugeCTR offers different
implementations of EMTs. In our comparison, we choose
LocalizedSlotEmbeddingHash which parallelizes EMTs in a
table-wise way, as it achieves higher efficiency in compared
with other EMT implementations of HugeCTR.

Platform & Tools: We implement OPER mostly with
C++ and CUDA, and the front-end part of our paralleliza-
tion search algorithm is implemented with Python to make
it more user-friendly. Our single-node experiments are con-
ducted on Nvidia DGX-A100 [28] which incorporates 8×
Nvidia A100 GPUs (40 GB). The GPUs are fully connected
through NVSwitch and NVLink with high P2P communica-
tion bandwidth. Our multi-node experiments are conducted
on a GPU-based HPC cluster. Each node contains 4× Nvidia
A100 GPUs (40 GB) with NVLink for intra-node connections
and HPE Slingshot network for inter-node connections.

6.2 Overall Performance
Single-node DLRM inference and training efficiency: In
single-node evaluation, we run OPER and all baseline works
on diverse numbers of GPUs (from 1 to 8) with three real-
world DLRM datasets. The end-to-end DLRM inference and

(a) Syn_Small Lookup. (b) Syn_Small Training.

(c) Syn_Large Lookup. (d) Syn_Large Training.

Figure 7: Multi-node embedding table lookup and training
scaling test on two large synthetic datasets Syn_Small and
Syn_Large (n×4 means n nodes in total and each node has 4
GPUs).

training speedup over baseline frameworks has been shown in
Figure 6 (a) and (b), respectively. Overall, OPER achieves sig-
nificant improvement over DLRM and TorchRec in all settings.
And OPER also beats HugeCTR in most cases, typically in
multi-GPU settings (e.g., 4 GPUs and 8 GPUs). Compared to
TorchRec, OPER attains 2.4× to 6.4× speedup in inference
latency and 1.9× to 3.5× improvement in training through-
put. We further observe up to 6.6× speedup in inference and
up to 2.4× speedup in training over HugeCTR. From the per-
spective of the number of GPUs, the performance speedup
remains low when using only one GPU. This is because, with
a single GPU, there is no inter-GPU communication, and the
speedup solely comes from our system-level optimization. As
the number of GPUs increases, we achieve higher speedup,
particularly when compared to HugeCTR.

Multi-node scaling test: To validate the effectiveness
of OPER on large-scale distributed platforms with multi-
ple machines, we compare the embedding lookup and train-
ing throughput of OPER and TorchRec across different num-
bers of computing nodes using two large synthetic datasets.
Figure 7 shows that when the number of nodes increases,
OPER exhibits a similar scaling trend to TorchRec, and the
absolute throughput consistently outperforms TorchRec in
all experimental settings. On average, OPER achieves 2.76×
and 1.65× improvements in embedding lookup and train-
ing throughput, respectively. The speedup in the multi-node
setting is relatively lower than that in the single-node experi-
ments. This is because, rather than using collective commu-
nication to synchronize all embeddings at once, OPER com-
municates the embeddings in a fine-grained, per-embedding
manner that makes it hard to achieve the peak bandwidth of
the inter-node connection. However, the speedup we achieved
demonstrates that fine-grained parallelization is worthwhile
since it can greatly reduce the overall communication volume
and achieve better end-to-end performance.
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Figure 8: Adaptability for heterogeneous bandwidths: (a) Nor-
malized per embedding communication latency on 2×4 com-
puting cluster. (b) Normalized embedding communication
cost between GPUs (normalized to lowest cost).

6.3 Optimization Analysis

Adaptability for heterogeneous bandwidth: The bandwidth
of inter-GPU connection may not be identical. Figure 8 (a)
shows the normalized per-embedding communication latency
on a 2× 4 computing cluster. The embedding communica-
tion latency exhibits a hierarchical pattern, with inter-node
connections having a much higher communication cost than
intra-node connections. Our heuristic algorithm design (§4)
considers the heterogeneous bandwidth between different in-
terconnections and automatically adjusts the embedding par-
allelization. Figure 8 (b) shows that the EMT parallelization
plan generated by OPER achieves balanced embedding com-
munication among GPUs. Despite the per-embedding com-
munication latency between the intra-node and inter-node
connection having a gap of about 4.21×, OPER achieves
about a 1% gap in terms of embedding communication cost.
This highlights the effectiveness of OPER in handling hetero-
geneous bandwidths.

Speedup breakdown: To better understand the benefits
of different optimizations, we show the speedup breakdown
of EMT computation and communication in Figure 9 (a).
Here, we evaluate the embedding lookup and the embedding
communication latency in the forward pass on DGX-A100
server using the Syn_Small dataset. We start from a baseline
implementation of EMT and incrementally add individual
optimizations to assess their impact on performance. Overall,
OPER achieves 8.5× speedup over TorchRec in this setting,
in which 2.11× speedup from our all-in-one lookup kernel,
1.79× speedup from EMT model parallelization optimization,
and 2.26× speedup from EMT data parallelization optimiza-
tion. These results clearly show the contribution of individual
optimizations to the overall performance improvement.

Sparse AllReduce optimization analysis: To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our local-aggregated sparse AllReduce
design (§5.3), we test OPER with two other AllReduce im-
plementations: ring-based dense AllReduce (Dense AllRe-
duce) [30] and AllGather-based sparse AllReduce (AllGather
AllReduce) [32]. The experiment used a 4× 4 computing
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Figure 9: Optimization Analysis: (a) Embedding lookup and
communication speedup breakdown on DGX-A100. (b) Per
iteration embedding training latency comparison with differ-
ent AllReduce methods on 4×4 computing cluster.

cluster and the Syn_Small dataset. As shown in Figure 9
(b), OPER with the local-aggregated sparse AllReduce out-
performs all other AllReduce implementations. Compared
to Dense AllReduce, the local-aggregation method greatly
reduces the communication amount for data-parallel EMTs
and achieves a 1.37× improvement. Our local-aggregated
sparse AllReduce also outperforms the AllGather-based
sparse AllReduce. The communication volume of AllGather
is proportional to the number of GPUs, making it unsuitable
for large-scale DLRM training that requires many of GPUs.

6.4 Placement Optimality Analysis
We evaluate the near-optimality of OPER’s EMT paralleliza-
tion by conducting a comprehensive comparison with two
methods from state-of-the-art DLRM frameworks and two
greedy strategies specifically optimized for memory and com-
munication balance, respectively.

1. Memory-Greedy Parallelization (MG): only focusing
on memory balance which places the equal size of EMTs
on each GPU for model parallelism.

2. Access-Greedy Parallelization (AG): starts from the
embedding with the highest access frequency and as-
signs embeddings one by one to the GPUs for model
parallelism to balance the embedding access on GPUs.

3. Table-wise (TW) [26, 41]: the EMTs are equally scat-
tered across GPUs without further partitioning. The
GPUs will have roughly the same number of EMTs.

4. TorchRec [4, 25]: the EMT parallelization of TorchRec
combines different types of EMT parallelism (e.g., table-
wise, model-parallel, data-parallel) to balance the mem-
ory consumption and lookup workload.

We use the EMT parallelization strategies described above
to generate EMT parallelization plans for three real-world
DLRM datasets on a DGX-A100 server (8 GPUs). We then
evaluate the optimality of the plans in three aspects: Memory
balance: the gap between the largest and smallest memory
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Figure 10: Parallelization optimality analysis: (a) Embedding table memory consumption comparison on GPUs. (b) Embedding
Lookup workload comparison on GPUs. (c) Inter-GPU embedding communication amount comparison between GPUs.

consumption for EMTs among all GPUs. Workload balance:
the gap between the largest and smallest amount of embedding
lookup workload among all GPUs. Communication balance:
the gap between the largest and smallest amount of embedding
communication between GPUs.

Memory balance analysis: We compute the footprint
of EMTs on GPUs and show the maximum, average, and
minimal memory consumption in Figure 10 (a). Memory-
Greedy Parallelization shows the highest balance in mem-
ory consumption. OPER also achieves balanced memory
consumption, showing our heuristic EMT placement is near-
optimal from the memory perspective. It has slightly higher
memory use than the Memory-Greedy Placement method
due to duplicating some embeddings for data parallelism.
However, Access-Greedy Parallelization, Table-wise, and
TorchRec show a high variance in the memory consumption
on different GPUs. This is mainly due to the diversity in EMT
sizes, some EMTs are extremely large and some EMTs only
contain tens of embeddings. Such significant diversity in EMT
size makes it easily fall into memory unbalance.

Workload balance analysis: We analyze the lookup work-
load by calculating the average data volume of embeddings
lookup in each iteration on GPUs. As shown in Figure 10 (b),
Memory-Greedy Parallelization has large variance in work-
load distribution due to its focus on memory balance. Table-
wise and TorchRec perform better, but still, show a consider-
able gap between the maximum and minimal lookup work-
load which will inevitably increase the overall EMT lookup
latency. Access-Greedy Parallelization and OPER both show
near-optimal performance in lookup workload balance. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our EMT partitioning
and parallelization algorithm.

Communication balance analysis: We count the average
embedding communication amount among all interconnec-

tions in each iteration. Figure 10 (c) shows that Memory-
Greedy Parallelization has high variance in communica-
tion. Access-Greedy Parallelization, Table-wise, and TorchRec
show balanced communication, but the average amount of
communication still stays high. OPER shows not only the
lowest variance but also the minimal average communication
amount, indicating our frequency-aware data parallelism ef-
fectively reduces the total communication amount. Although
TorchRec also employs data parallelism for small EMTs, it
duplicates the entire EMT, which contains many non-popular
embeddings, leading to more overall communication.

In conclusion, OPER is the only one that achieves near-
optimal performance in all three aspects.

6.5 Sensitive Study

In this section, we conduct a sensitive study of data parallelism
memory consumption and EMT partition granularity. We
also compare our heuristic algorithm with MILP solver to
demonstrate the efficiency of OPER.

Memory Consumption for Data-parallel EMTs: Al-
though data parallelize EMTs will greatly reduce the embed-
ding communication, they also introduce additional memory
consumption. To better understand the memory consumption
overhead of data-parallel EMTs, we experiment on all three
datasets with different ratios of extra memory space (the ratio
between the extra memory space and the total EMT foot-
print) for data parallelism from 0% to 20%. As shown in
Table 2, only 1% extra memory for data parallelism achieves
more than 10× communication amount reduction on average.
Continue to increase the extra memory space will reduce the
communication amount and variance but the effect becomes
limited. This is due to the highly skewed access pattern of
EMTs. When the popular embeddings are already duplicated,



Table 2: Sensitive study of memory consumption for data-
parallel EMTs (Mean: average embedding communication
amount (MB) in each iteration, Var.: the variance of embed-
ding communication among all GPU-GPU interconnections).

Extra Memory Avazu Terabyte Kaggle
Ratio Mean Var. Mean Var. Mean Var.
0% 2.50 1.4E-1 13.00 8.4E-4 3.25 2.0E-7
1% 0.16 2.0E-5 0.95 4.2E-3 0.46 6.9E-2
2% 0.15 6.4E-5 0.84 1.5E-3 0.30 8.9E-4
5% 0.13 6.1E-5 0.73 1.6E-3 0.24 1.3E-3
10% 0.12 1.0E-4 0.66 1.2E-3 0.20 4.6E-5
15% 0.10 1.3E-4 0.57 2.7E-3 0.19 2.8E-5
20% 0.10 7.3E-5 0.52 5.6E-3 0.18 1.3E-5

increasing the memory will bring limited improvement.
EMT Partition Granularity: We evaluate the impact of

partition granularity of our access- and memory-ware EMT
partition method on the performance of distributed EMTs. We
experiment on the Kaggle dataset, fixing other settings while
only adjusting the access and memory threshold (§4.1). As
shown in Table 3, a lower threshold leads to less inter-GPU
embedding communication and a higher degree of communi-
cation balance (DoB). We also tried the commercial mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) solver [16] to solve the
EMT parallelization problem. As shown in Table 3, when the
partitioning threshold is set to 5%, the solver delivers a better
DoB than OPER. However, the solving time was extremely
high, taking 3.8 hours. With a lower partitioning threshold, the
solver could not find a solution within a reasonable time. In
contrast, the heuristic algorithm of OPER efficiently searched
for an empirically near-optimal parallelism plan within sev-
eral minutes, achieving a 99.1% DoB, which is better than
the solver under the 5% partitioning threshold.

7 Related Work

System Design for DLRM: Existing system designs for
DLRM largely fall into three categories. The first category is
built on the Parameter Server architecture [21, 22] which cap-
italizes on the host memory for maintaining the embedding
parameters of large size [14, 19, 33, 50]. This approach often
suffers from CPU-side computation and CPU-GPU commu-
nication. The second type of work scaling out the training
of EMTs on multi-GPU/multi-node platforms to better uti-
lize the high-bandwidth memory on GPUs [25, 41]. This
approach demonstrates higher efficiency compared to other
DLRM system designs but still suffers from high embedding
communication overhead due to suboptimal EMT paralleliza-
tion. Another direction of work leverages embedding table
compression to decrease the footprint of EMTs. Jie et al. [44]
and Hui et al. [13] represent embeddings with fewer bits.
TT-Rec [45] and EL-Rec [43] leverages tensor-train decom-
position to compress the EMTs. CAFE [48] compresses the
embedding tables by sharing embeddings between several

Table 3: Sensitive study of EMT partition granularity (Thre.:
the access and memory threshold for partitioning; Max/Min
Comm.: the maximum/minimum communication cost per
iteration; DoB: degree of balance, defined as Min_Comm.

Max_Comm. ).

Method Thre. Time Max Comm. Min Comm. DoB

OPER

5% 15.8 s 48.6 34.8 71.6%
1% 28.4 s 42.3 33.9 80.1%

0.5% 41.5 s 38.4 33.9 88.3%
0.1% 120.3 s 34.1 33.8 99.1%

0.05% 235.2 s 34.2 33.9 99.1%
Solver 5% 3.8 hr 35.2 32.9 93.5%

non-hot features through hashing. Our proposed method is
orthogonal to these embedding compression techniques and
can be potentially applied in conjunction with them to better
utilize the limited capacity of GPU HBM.

Optimization for Embedding Placement and Paralleliza-
tion: Early works focus on embedding communication over-
head between the host memory and GPU. FAE [6] and Rec-
Shard [34] split EMTs based on the embedding access fre-
quency and put the popular embeddings on the GPU to reduce
the communication between host memory and GPU. The re-
cent trend of DLRM system design is to distribute EMTs to
multiple GPUs which incurs the EMT parallelization problem.
The complex combination of multiple parallelisms leads to a
significantly larger search space for the EMT parallelization
problem. Compromising on the complexity of the multi-GPU
EMT parallelization problem, exist works [4, 25, 26, 41] usu-
ally employ an empirical and coarse-grained way which either
places the whole EMT without partitioning [26,41] or equally
splitting the EMT along one dimension [25]. Such that, their
parallelization strategy could hardly achieve memory and
communication balance simultaneously. UGACHE [37] de-
signs a multi-GPU embedding cache and optimizes the embed-
ding placement in a fine-grained manner. However, it focuses
on settings where the EMT is not updated (e.g., GNN training,
DLRM inference), which cannot comprehensively address
the EMT parallelism problem in both DLRM training and
inference. Recent works leverage reinforcement learning (RL)
for EMT parallelization [46, 47]. However, these works focus
solely on the EMT lookup workload balance through model
parallelism, without considering the use of data parallelism
for communication optimization.

8 Discussion

Handling Input Distribution Shift: The serving of DLRM
inference and DLRM online training [42] continuously incor-
porates new data. The distribution of new input data may shift
over time and may not align with the previous data distribution
used for deciding EMT parallelism. The input distribution
shift may affect the balance of the EMT parallelism plan and
potentially impact the performance of OPER. To address this



issue, OPER can continuously monitor the data distribution at
runtime and evaluate the optimality of the existing parallelism
using the formulation provided in Section 3.2. If the input
distribution shift is significant enough to degrade optimality,
OPER can generate a new parallelism plan and redistribute
the EMTs accordingly. Thanks to our efficient heuristic al-
gorithm design, the regeneration process takes only a few
minutes, minimizing disruption to the system.

Design Choices for EMT CUDA Kernel Implementation:
To support fine-grained EMT parallelism, OPER leverages
NVSHMEM to map all embeddings onto a distributed shared
memory space accessible by all GPUs. Building on top of
the distributed shared memory, there are two major design
choices for implementing the CUDA kernel for EMT-related
operations. Using the embedding table lookup kernel as an
example, the first implementation is Retrieve-based: each
GPU retrieves the required embeddings from remote GPUs
and then performs pooling locally. The second implemen-
tation is Send-based: each GPU conducts embedding pool-
ing according to requests from remote GPUs and then sends
the pooled embeddings back to the requesting GPUs. OPER
follows the retrieve-based design for kernel implementation.
This approach supports more general pooling operations be-
yond traditional sum-based pooling, such as sequence-based
pooling or attention-based pooling [35], which require all
embedding vectors to perform the pooling operation.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we propose OPER, a systematic framework for
accelerating large-scale DLRM training and inference through
input-aware fine-grained EMT parallelization. Specifically,
OPER conducts a thorough investigation of how paralleliza-
tion affects the efficiency of distributed EMTs, and gives a
formal definition of the optimal EMT parallelization. OPER
designs a heuristic algorithm that can efficiently generate
empirically near-optimal EMT parallelization for training
and inference which comprehensively balances the memory,
computation, and communication across GPUs. OPER imple-
ments a distributed shared memory-based EMT training sys-
tem to better support fine-grained parallelization and achieve
end-to-end performance improvement. Comprehensive ex-
periments demonstrate that OPER outperforms the existing
DLRM framework in both training and inference.
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